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Introduction 
Tangent is the radical art & finance project built 
exclusively on the Cardano (ADA) Network. With a 
focus on the development of innovative 
Non-Fungible Tokens and their applications within 
art and digital finance, Tangent combines staking 
with operative artwork through a 
ground-breaking aesthetically pleasing 
decentralized platform. 

Decentralized chains such as Cardano, require 
decentralized projects and protocols.
Tangent will be built on smart contracts that are 
open source and transparent. 
We thrive on community collaboration and invite 
the public to inspect, modify and build upon our 
code as they see fit. 



Mission 
of the Tangent Team 
Tangent’s mission is to merge art with 
finance on the Cardano (ADA) Network by 
focusing on the development of 
Non-Fungible Tokens and their applications 
within finance and gaming. Tangent will be 
the radical art project built on the Cardano 
(ADA) blockchain with regular innovative and 
experimental NFT launches to push the 
boundaries between the real and digital 
world. Further team plans include the 
integration of an on-chain gaming hub & the 
incorporation of the Tangent Artistic Grants 
programme, with the mission to support 
artists with publicity and financial backing. 



Tangent Ecosystem
Tangent aims to create a platform for the development and deployment of experimental NFTs with high 
level utility in decentralized finance and play-to-earn blockchain gaming.
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Operative Artwork
The next step in the development of complex NFTs, 
that on one level are collectible digital art pieces 
but on another level are also form parts of smart 
contracts that can be utilized within decentralized 
finance. This is why we coined the phrase, 
operative artwork, to describe our novel approach 
to NFTs which can also perform functions within 
smart contracts used in decentralized finance 
applications. 

Operative artworks can be staked alongside other 
assets within Liquidity Mining and Yield Farming 
Pools to generate passive income for investors. 
Operative artworks can also be locked into NFT 
Farming Pools to earn more rewards or lent out to 
other users in return for a fixed fee.



Tokenization

TOKENISATION

The tokenization of tangible (i.e. real estate, wine, etc) and intangible (i.e. data, in game items) assets will 
reduce bureaucracy and remove barriers in the process of investing capital in tangible real world assets.

Fine Arts Antiques Land Technology Gold Mines Real Estate



Cryptographic Traded 
funds 
(CTFs), similar to modern day ETFs, can be 
created as NFTs that are linked to a unique 
basket of cryptocurrencies or a mixture of real 
world assets or both. These cryptographic 
funds can even be tailored to a client’s 
individual specification and contain all kinds of 
investments with information such as 
composition, verifiable and traceable on the 
Cardano blockchain for full transparency.

Examples of CTFs
- Cardano Native Ecosystem Tokens
- Cardano DeFi Tokens
- Cardano MEME Tokens
- Cardano DEX Tokens 
(SundaeSwap 40%, Minswap 40%, Meldex 20%) 



NFTs in Play-to-earn 
Gaming
Furthermore Tangent plans to provide a platform 
for users to purchase virtual land, across the 
Tanglobe, a 3-D virtual environment that will 
merge digital life with real world experiences, 
whilst creating endless new playgrounds to build 
and landscape with personal digital art and other 
possessions. Tanglobetrotters will have the ability 
to take part in land-grabs through on-chain 
game battles, bringing a new dimension to 
play-to-earn initiatives.



Providing a platform for Artists 
Another flagship of project Tangent will be the implementation 
of a fair and open Ambassadorship programme. Ambassadors 
will be part of the extended Tangent team and a part of a 
larger Cardano community of blockchain enthusiasts. Regular 
meetings will be chaired with ambassadors acting as an 
empowered voice for the Tangent community. 
 
The funding for prospective artists will be decided by the 
Tangent community, where token holders will have the option 
to recommend allocation by participating in the Tangent DAO 
governance protocol in a democratic manner.
Tangent’s ambition is to provide artists with the tools required 
to turn their vision into reality, whilst fostering a sustainable and 
vibrant digital art scene on Cardano. 

Artists are able to apply for an artistic grant from the Tangent 
team with the potentiality of receiving donations ranging from 
hundreds up to a cap of 20,000 USD or equivalent. 



Tangent DAO
The Tangent DAO is a self-sovereign smart contract, backed by its 
own Cardano native governance token called TANG, which will 
act as the governor and guiding force of the Tangent network. 

How Does it Work?
The Tangent DAO will allow TANG holders to partake in the 
governance of the Tangent network by voting on proposals in a 
democratic fashion proportional to their holdings of TANG. 
Proposals can even modify or create completely new internal 
governance parameters, as well as invoke contract calls on any 
smart contracts for which the DAO is set as the governor. The DAO 
will use a snapshot system which can determine a user’s TANG 
balance at the precise moment a proposal goes live, and 
requires they lock the balance for a set period of time so that a 
vote for or against can be recorded.



TANG: 
The Governance Token
The $TANG token primary use case will be as a 
governance token to actively guide Tangent 
towards self-sustainability and shared community 
ownership. The token will be minted on the Cardano 
blockchain and is a tradable asset which functions 
like most other native Cardano tokens, except it has 
additional utility as a voting mechanism. 

$TANG will give holders the ability to participate 
directly in governance by voting on proposals 
related to the $TANG token’s development and 
usage as well as development and direction of the 
Tangent platform itself. Any proposal that meets the 
proposal thresholds set by the governance protocol 
will be eligible to be voted on by the community.

Users can allocate $TANG to 
vote for:  
- Artistic grants
- Strategic partnerships
- Governance initiatives 
- NFT bounties
- NFT farming pools and 
- Other programs.
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Tangent Economics 
- Communal Rewards 25%
- NFT Bounties 15%
- SeedSale 2%
- Presale 20%
- Public Sale 8%
- Tangent Foundation 10%
- Strategic Partnerships & 
Development 10% 
- Artistic Grants & Ambassador 
Programme 10% 

Total Supply of $TANG // 
three billion one hundred forty-one 
million five hundred ninety-two 
thousand six hundred fifty   
3,141,592,650 = π



Clint is a serial entrepreneur and has been involved in 
blockchain since 2012, first as an avid miner then as an 
investor and now as a coder with special focus on 
Solidity back end smart contract development. A CEO 
of a manufacturing and designing company of Bitcoin 
SHA256 ASIC miners and other electronic hardware, he 
served customers from around the world, working 
alongside famous Bitcoin mining hardware companies 
such as Bitmain, Rockminer, Eyeboot and Gekkoscience 
to help facilitate the distribution of mining machines to 
the masses. He brings a wealth and breadth of tech 
knowledge and blockchain experience to the team 
that is unparalleled in this space.

Tangent Team 

Clint Alexander: 
(Co-Founder, Head of Development)

Ben has circa a decade of specialist experience 
successfully implementing and executing marketing 
strategies. Originally based in Asia, he honed his skills 
by focusing on brand development, performance, and 
data orientation through bespoke project 
management across a multitude of social media and 
web content projects. Over the past three and a half 
years, he has transferred and applied his expertise to 
take on the role of marketing and growth lead across a 
number of blockchain and cryptocurrency operations 
globally. 

Ben Gordon:
(Co-Founder, Marketing Technologist)



Ben has multiple years of professional 
experience in creating and maintaining Web 
and Mobile applications with over two years of 
Blockchain development experience. He 
previously worked as a Senior Software 
Engineer at Dcentralab, NFTChain, Relive, and 
Team Lead at the Bloomtech institute, worked 
in teams, researched, overcame challenges, 
and architected scalable systems. He has 
developed strong creative problem-solving, 
communication, and organizational skills which 
he brings to the Tangent team. He is 
competent in using Javascript, React, React 
Native, Next.js Node, Three.js Express, AWS, 
Netlify, Heroku, Docker, Kubernetes, Truffle, 
Hardhat, Remix, Web3, Ether.js, Solidity, Notion, 
Trello, Jira, Figma.
Ben is responsible for the creation of Tangent's 
dashboard, Farming Dapp and a variety of 
other Full-Stack related tasks.

Tangent Team 

Benjamin Grabow:
(Senior Software Engineer)

Sydney is a Plutus pioneer and an Emurgo 
Academy student, training to become a 
talented developer within the Cardano 
Ecosystem. Fluent in Mandarin Chinese 
after having attended an immersion 
Chinese elementary school, he feels a 
deep connection to Chinese culture and 
hopes to build bridges within the industry. 
He has earned a master’s degree in 
biomedical engineering and has 
experience working in multiple startups. He 
aims to utilize his experience, expertise, 
and drive for continual learning to help 
build amazing projects on Cardano.

Sydney Bright:
(Plutus Pioneer / Cardano Coder)

Shahabaj is our Senior Software Engineer 
who has a Bachelor's degree in Computer 
Science and Engineering from Shivaji 
University (India) and a Diploma in 
Information Technology from MSBTE. He is 
skilled in Full-Stack Development, 
Front-end Development and Responsive 
Web Design. With his six years of high level 
experience working with a variety of 
blockchain companies, he has been the 
driving force behind the creation & 
implementation of our aesthetically 
pleasing website and future staking Dapp. 
He is passionate about Design, 
Development, music and reading, all of 
which makes him a key asset to the 
Tangent team as we evolve. 

Shahabaj Dange:
(Front-end Developer)



Tangent Team 

Roman has nearly thirteen years of professional 
experience in creating spectacular UX/UI design for 
Web and Mobile applications. Most of his experience 
comes from designing large enterprise software and 
SaaS web applications.
He has worked across a variety of teams, focusing on 
complex technical solutions related to the unique and 
innovative technologies.
Competent in Web App Design, Sketch App (design), 
Axure (prototyping/wireframe), Principle, Flinto, Motion 5 
(animation), Xmind (mind map/structure), Zeplin, 
Avocode (transfer source programmers), Invision, 
Trello, Active Collab, Jira & Redmine. Roman is 
responsible for the creation of Tangent’s dashboard, 
Farming Dapp and a variety of other graphic related 
builds. 

Roman Gor:
(UI / UX Developer)

Alexis is a specialist financial services lawyer who was 
admitted to the Law Society of England and Wales in 
September 2009. She has held various Head of Legal 
and Compliance roles in different global regions. She 
has also acted as a regulator-approved Authorized 
Individual (Senior Manager Co & MLRO) for the past 
eight years. Alexis holds an MA Hons from Oxford 
University, a Law degree from BPP London and 
Advanced ICA qualifications (distinction) in both 
Compliance and AML. In the organizations she has 
worked for she has been recognised for her 
contribution and has been selected to undertake 
women’s leadership courses.

Alexis Golding: 
(Legal Compliance) 



Roadmap

- Seed Financing Round 
- Whitepaper VI Launch
- $TANG Token
- Tangent.Art Launch 

- Presale Financing Round 
- Launch Tangent Ambassador 
Programme 
- Commence Pre-listing 
Marketing Campaign 
- Tangent x Kwrtz // Operative 
Artwork Flagship Series Launch 
on NFTMarker.io
- Smart Contract Audit 
- Artistic Grant Scheme 
Commencement 
- Recruitment of 2 more 
Programmers 

- Back End Development of NFT 
Staking Platform 
- Airdrop $TANG to Tangent x Kwrtz 
Operative Artwork Series Holders 
- Public Financing Round via 
Launchpad - $TANG listing on 
Cardano Network DEX 
(such as SundaeSwap)
- $TANG Staking launch 
- Paid marketing campaign 
launch with key influencers across 
YouTube, TikTok & Facebook
- Tangent.Art Upgrading  

- Launch of Tangent 
Operative Artwork 
- Staking Platform Testnet 
- Tanglobe Gaming Soft 
launch 
- Tangent Staking Platform 
Audit 
- Whitepaper V2 Launch 
- Tangent DAO Full On-Chain 
Governance  

- Tangent NFT Staking 
Platform Flagship Launch 
- Tanglobe Game Launch 
 

- TBA, Phase 3, 2022
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Friends of Tangent 
Compiled below is a list of some of the entities that Tangent plans to or currently:
collaborates with, builds on or integrates within. 
Without these friends listed below, project Tangent would not be possible.
This list will be updated during Whitepaper V2 release, Phase 4 - 2022:


